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Quantum Cosmology and Baby UniversesWorld Scientific Publishing, 1991
Quantum gravity is notoriously a subject where problems vastly outnumber results. This is no surprise at short distances, on the order of the Planck length, where most of us expect quantum fluctuations in the metric to cause space-time itself to lose its meaning and gravity to be subsumed (along with the other so-called fundamental interactions)...
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Faith and Place: An Essay in Embodied Religious EpistemologyOxford University Press, 2009
Faith and Place takes knowledge of place as a basis for thinking about the relationship between religious belief and our embodied life.

Recent epistemology of religion has appealed to various secular analogues for religious belief - especially analogues drawn from sense perception and scientific theory construction. These approaches tend...
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Dynamic Speech Models (Synthesis Lectures on Speech and Audio Processing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2006


	In a broad sense, speech dynamics are time-varying or temporal characteristics in all stages

	of the human speech communication process. This process, sometimes referred to as speech

	chain [1], starts with the formation of a linguistic message in the speaker’s brain and ends with

	the arrival of the message in the...
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Soil: The Skin of the Planet EarthSpringer, 2015

	The main focus of this monograph is to explain the important role of soil and the environment to a broad audience. Soil is one of the five essential factors crucial for human life. On the one hand the authors describe a responsible approach and use of soil, established on a basic knowledge of the nature of soil and the countless ongoing...
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Apache Solr High PerformancePackt Publishing, 2014

	In setting up Apache Solr, you'll want to ensure it's achieving optimum search results with maximum efficiency. This book shows you just how to achieve that with a comprehensive tutorial including troubleshooting.


	About This Book

	
		Achieve high scores by boosting query time and index time,...
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Constant Mean Curvature Surfaces with Boundary (Springer Monographs in Mathematics)Springer, 2013

	The study of surfaces with constant mean curvature (CMC) is one of the main topics in classical differential geometry. Moreover, CMC surfaces are important mathematical models for the physics of interfaces in the absence of gravity, where they separate two different media or for capillary phenomena. Further, as most techniques used in the...
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Visual Saliency: From Pixel-Level to Object-Level AnalysisSpringer, 2019

	This book provides an introduction to recent advances in theory, algorithms and application of Boolean map distance for image processing. Applications include modeling what humans find salient or prominent in an image, and then using this for guiding smart image cropping, selective image filtering, image segmentation, image matting, etc....
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Core Techniques and Algorithms in Game ProgrammingNew Riders Publishing, 2003
To even try to keep pace with the rapid evolution of game  development, you need a strong foundation in core programming techniques-not a  hefty volume on one narrow topic or one that devotes itself to API-specific  implementations. Finally, there's a guide that delivers! As a professor at the  Spanish university that offered...
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Next-Generation Network ServicesCisco Press, 2005
A guide to building service-oriented networks to differentiate and grow your business 

	
    Understand the changing landscape of the telecommunications industry and what technologies can lead to business and revenue growth

    
	
    Examine the...
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Mastering Digital Photography, Second Edition (Mastering)Course Technology PTR, 2005
This isn't a digital camera book. It's a book about digital photography: how to take great pictures and make great images using imaging technology, while taking into account the special needs of digital cameras. Whether you're a snap-shooting tyro, or an experienced photographer moving into the...
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Irresistible! Markets, Models, and Meta-Value in Consumer ElectronicsIBM Press, 2005
The consumer electronics industry is entering an era of extraordinary growth. The industry’s best companies will ride that wave to unprecedented success. But, today, many CE companies are struggling with business models that are simply untenable. They must change to survive: they must change even more dramatically to win.
...
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Designing Usable Electronic Text (Second Edition)CRC Press, 2004
Designing Usable Electronic Text is without question an important resource to all professionals involved in the field of human-computer interaction and user interface designs.

 - HCI International News, April 2005

[A]n engaging presentation of elements...
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